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THE PIXEL ALIGNMENT BASED ALGORITHM FOR CONTINUOUS
ORIENTATION FIELD ESTIMATION
This paper presents a new estimation method of fingerprint orientation field. An accurate estimation of
fingerprint orientation fields is an essential step in automatic fingerprint recognition systems (AFIS). Most popular,
gradient–based method is very sensitive to noise (image quality). Proposed algorithm is a modification of, more
resistant to noise, mask-based method, which provides orientation limited to discrete values. This modification is based
on aggregation of pixel values differentiation and was used to more precise estimation of magnitude of orientation
vectors. This approach allows to obtain a continuous values of orientation field still maintaining robust to noise.

1. INTRODUCTION
Among all biometric techniques, automatic fingerprint based systems have been receiving
increasingly more attention. Fingerprints based system is considered as one of the most reliable and easy
to use biometric system for human identification or verification. During the last years its performance has
reached a high level. Nevertheless, it is still not satisfying for fingerprints images with poor quality [1].
Therefore image enhancement has become a necessary and common step before feature extraction in the
AFIS.
Generally, fingerprints contain two kinds of features: global features, such as a ridge pattern
orientation and frequency, and local features like minutia or singular points (core and delta). As a global
feature, orientation field describes local orientation of the ridge–valley structure in each point of
fingerprint image (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 a) Original fingerprint image, b) magnified area with marked dominant orientation of each pixel.

Orientation field has been widely used for fingerprint image enhancement [2,3], singular points
detection[4,5,6] and classification [7, 8].
Generally, there are two categories of methods to compute the orientation field (also called
directional field or directional image): pixel–alignment based [7,9,10,11] and gradient based methods
[2,5,12,13,14]. Typically, the pixel–alignment-based methods compute the differentiation (fluctuation) of
neighboring pixels values in a fixed number of reference orientations (Fig. 2b). The most popular gradient
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based method is presented by M. Kass and A. Witkin [13] least squares contour alignment method. The
most important advantage of this algorithm is the fact, that the obtained values are continuous (Fig. 2c).
Most advanced orientation field enhancement method is model–based method [18, 19], which rely on the
global regularity of orientation values around the singular points. However, forensic images of latent
fingerprints not always contain those singular points.

Fig. 2. a) Original fingerprint image. Orientation field estimated by: b) pixel-alignment method
c) gradient based method.

2. ESTIMATION OF ORIENTED DIFFERENTIATIONS
In presented method, the orientation field is computed by mask of eight oriented differentiation of
pixel values which are used as magnitude of orientation vectors. Structure of this 9 × 9 mask (Fig. 3) was
presented in [15] and was specially developed to obtain dominant direction of fingerprint ridge–valley
structure. Estimated values were limited to fixed number of eight discrete values, therefore this
modification use this mask only to compute eight differentiation of pixel values.
In the first stage, the mean values of five pixels in eight directions are computed:
5
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– the means of pixel values in eight direction,

pij
i

– the pixel values in one from i directions,
– the discrete direction value (0,…,7), respectively from 0° to 157,5°, with 22,5° step.

In next stage, compute the differentiation (fluctuation) of neighboring pixels values, in each
direction, by:
5

Df i ( x, y ) = ∑ Si ( x, y ) − p ij , i = 0,1,..., 7

(2)

j =1

The orientation of lowest fluctuation of gray values is expected to be the reference orientation of
central pixel.
Due to the presence of some unreliable elements, resulting from heavy noise, corrupted ridge and
furrow structures, minutiae and low gray value contrast, estimated differentiation values may not always
be correct. The orientation smoothing stage is expected to reduce the noise and compute a reliable value.
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Fig. 3. The

9 × 9 mask to compute the differentiation of the pixel values.

The averaging is computed for each pixel in 13 × 13 window, separately in each direction values,
respectively:
Ad i ( x, y ) =
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3. ORIENTATION FIELD ESTIMATION
Since the orientation of smallest value, from all eight oriented averaged differentiation values, is
expected to be the most close to the orientation of that pixel, these values can be used as magnitude of
orientation vectors.
Experimental results show that the smallest value of the differentiation is changes in the range of
100–500. The greatest value (which is orthogonal to the orientation) has range of changeability 7000–
15000. For this reason, the normalization step is necessary:
Nai ( x, y ) =
where:

Adi
, i = 0,1,..., 7
Ad min

(4)

Ad min = min { Ad 0 , Ad1 ,..., Ad 7 } is the smallest value from all eight averaged values (3).

The orientation field estimation is separately computed for two ranges of minimal orientation values
respectively:
1. If direction of smallest value is between -45° and 45° ( 2 ≥ imin > 6 ) :

( 22,5iπ − z )
i = 0 180 Nai ( x, y )
7

Vd1 ( x, y ) = ∑

(5)
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where:

if imin < 2 then z = 0 , otherwise z = π .
2. If direction of smallest value is between 45° and 135° ( 2 < imin ≤ 6 ) :

( 22, 5iπ )
i = 0 180 Nai ( x, y )
7

Vd 2 ( x, y ) = ∑
where:

(6)

imin is direction (argument) of the smallest value Ad min .

Finally orientation field is estimated by:

θ ( x, y ) =

Vd1 ( x, y ) + Vd 2 ( x, y )
7
1
∑
i = 0 Nai ( x, y )

(7)

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm had been applied on fingerprint images database, which contains 960
fingerprint images (in 500dpi resolution) from 120 fingers, with 8 images from each finger. Fingerprint
images in database were selected from NIST Special Database, FVC database samples, and captured with
a live–scanner. Fig. 4 for comparison shows two examples of orientation estimation results of fingerprint
images, selected from this database.

Fig. 4. a) Original low quality fingerprint images. Magnified areas with orientation values marked:
b) estimated by gradient–based method [17], c) estimated by the presented method.
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In order to obtain the performance characteristics such as EER, on the first testing data a fingerprint
image enhancement algorithm [16] was evaluated. In the next step the NISTs NFIS2 open source
software was used for feature extraction and matching [17]. Proposed algorithm results in a notable
reduction of Equal Error Rate, as shown in DET Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. DET curves, orientation estimated by: gradient-based method [17] and proposed method.

When there is a trade–off of error types, a single performance number is inadequate to represent
the capabilities of a system. Such a system has many operating points, and is best represented by a
performance curve. The ROC curves (Receiver Operating Characteristic) traditionally are used for this
purpose. Generally, false rate is plotted on the horizontal axis, while the correct detection rate is plotted
on the vertical axis. The DET curves (Detection Error Trade–off) give the alternative solution. In the
DET curve, we can plot error rates on both axes, giving uniform treatment to both types of error, and use
a scale for both axes which spreads out the plot, better distinguishes performing system and usually
produces plots that are close to linear.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an improved technique for orientation field estimation. It can be concluded
from evaluated experiments, that by using proposed algorithm, the estimated results are accurate and
robust to noise.
Further work will consider the application of this method, combined with gradient-based method, in
order to reduce the computational costs.
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